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I woke up in the morning and the sun said hi
She asked if had a good time last night
I said I didn't know, remember I was high
She said I gotta go, I see you in the sky
But I don't need to fly, I feel it all the time
An ordinary guy, extraordinary mind
Let's fill the cup of vito with the wine
Feeling fine, sit and put my feet up
Burn another dime, cause being pro brown
It's barely time to rest, the sun is coming out
Seattle is the best
Man I'm reading up on news
Same old same
Calling out my people, canceling my dates
Cause this will be the day, I drew a couple of drafts
Send the shit to Sab and he sends it right back
And then I hit the lab
Then I flipped the track
And talk about the sun
When theres nothing else to rap in fact

Hi! Hands up to the sky
Everybody wave, say hi
I can't lie
I can't stand it when the sun says bye
Chillin' in the sun ya'll, in the sun
Melanin is good ya'll in the sun
Just doing what we could ya'll, in the sun
Until the next rain fall, in the sun

The second afternoon, she shines hella bright
Fillin' up the room, reflecting off the light
Shimmer in the walls, and everything between
Lens to the sky, F16
Picturin' the scene, framing up the shots
Children in the street, turn it to a park
Mountains in the back, trees in the front
Shutter speed set, click, turn 'em into art
We'll never be apart, even in the dark
She always seem to come much quicker than I thought
And then I understand, she gotta do her job
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Now I'm making plans, working when she's gone
And when I turn around she visited my fam
I havn't seen in years, so tell 'em where I am
And tell 'em who I am, and when I gotta do
And when I'm coming back, my return's pass due,
coming through

Hi! Hands up to the sky
Everybody wave, say hi
I can't lie, I can't stand it
When the sun says bye
Chillin' in the sun ya'll, in the sun
Melanin is good ya'll, in the sun
Just doing what we could ya'll, in the sun
Until the next rain fall, in the sun
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